## APA STYLE

Based on the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association* 6<sup>th</sup> ed. [HMLTN REF BF76.7 .P83 2010].

This is a guide to the most frequently used entries. **PLEASE NOTE:** Examples are single-spaced, based on a typeset published format to save space on this guide. **In a manuscript, all references are to be double-spaced.** Please consult page 180 of the *Publication Manual* AND your department for style requirements.

### Type of Entry  | Reference List  | Reference Citation in Text
--- | --- | ---


Continued
**Type of Entry** | **Reference List** | **Reference Citation in Text**
--- | --- | ---


**Personal Communication** | Cite personal communications in text only. Do NOT include them in the REFERENCES CITED. See *Publication Manual* pp. 179. | (V. K. Bilten, personal communication, September 28, 1998)

**Audiovisual Media** | Formats vary for citing audiovisual media. Consult pp. 209–210 of the *Publication Manual* for samples of citation format. | 


See also: | [http://www.apastyle.org/learn/](http://www.apastyle.org/learn/) |